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Tamiko Kawata was born in Kobe, Japan. She trained to be a sculptor at Tokyo University and then went 
on to study glass. In 1961, she moved to New York, hoping to work in glass but soon learned that fine 
glass designs were largely imported into the United States from other countries. She then discovered the 
safety pin as material for her design work, and this object would launch her career in America. She has 
since embraced a variety of overlooked daily objects and discarded materials as her media. 

In 2006, Tamiko Kawata received a Pollack-Krasner Foundation grant and has been honored with awards 
from the Foundation for Contemporary Art and the American Academy of Arts and Letters and has been 
awarded residencies at the McDowell Art Colon and  Yaddo Art Colony: Louise Bourgeois Residency 
Award for a Sculptor. Her work has been shown in numerous exhibitions in New York City, most recent-
ly in a solo show at Simon/Garvey Arts, in cities throughout fhe U.S. and in Tokyo, London, Paris and 
Prague.

Her work can be found in the collections of the Museum of Art and Design, NYC, NY, LongHouse Reserve, 
New York; the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts; the Ishiguro Art Collection, Tokyo, Japan; Prec Institute, 
Tokyo, Japan; Lafcadio Hearn/YakumoKoizumi Art Museum, Matsue, Japan; Lloyd Casten Collection, 
California; Jack Lenor Larsen Collection, New York; and Buenno Premesela Art Collection, Holland, and 
others. 

Artist Statement:

Through my artwork, I am searching for another vision and another way of thinking for my life in the    
expressive space between installation works, sculptures and wall works. I like to use overlooked indig-
enous objects from our daily life as my media. Discarded materials are important to me not only for 
environmental issues but also to reflect my current life. My choice of materials and interpretation are 
influenced by the differences that I experience between life in America and Japan where I grew up.

Bauhaus and Dadaism - these philosophies were perfect to affect the wounded youth in post-World War 
II Japan and I was not an exception. I grew up learning from and observing them in my formative years 
in Japan. My sculptural education was very academic but these philosophies became a solid core for my 
way of thinking and for my art-making direction.

My works are personal; I work in large and small scales in belief of their potential for intimacy. They are 
my visual diaries.


